Welcome to Data Academy. Data Academy is a series of online training modules to help
Ryan White Grantees be more proficient in collecting, storing, and sharing their data.
Let’s get started with the module “Ensuring the Security of your Clients’ Data.”
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Ensuring the
Security of your
Clients’ Data

The title of this module is “Ensuring the Security of your Clients’ Data.”
We will discuss security measures you should consider in order to protect your clients’
data.
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Learning Objectives
By the end of this module, you will be able to…
•

•

•

Understand the differences between privacy,
confidentiality, and data security
Identify practical strategies to protect
your clients’ data
Describe how to develop and implement data
security standards at your organization

By the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Understand the differences between privacy, confidentiality, and data security;
2.Identify practical strategies to protect your clients’ data; and
3.Describe how to communicate and implement data security standards at your
organization;
As you go through this module, think about the data security procedures your
organization already has in place, and how you can improve your current system.
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Securing Your Data
•
•
•
•
•

Protecting Data from External Threats
Limiting Access to Data
Transmitting Data Securely
Destroying Data
Implementing Data Security Standards
at your Organization
Determine which strategies are appropriate and reasonable for your program.

This module will focus on practical tips to secure your data. We’ve grouped these into
five categories:
1. Protecting Data from External Threats;
2. Limiting Access to Data;
3. Transmitting Data Securely;
4. Destroying Data; and
5. Implementing data security protocols and standards at your organization
For each category, we will provide specific strategies you can use to secure your data.
These are suggested strategies. Because circumstances and resources vary across
programs, it is up to your program to determine which strategies are appropriate and
can reasonably be put in place.
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What is Data Security?
•
•

•

Security protects data
“Physical, technological, or administrative
safeguards or tools used to protect
identifiable health information from
unwarranted access or disclosure.”
Data security procedures ensure client data
can only be accessed, read, used, or altered
by authorized individuals

Source: The Public Health Data Standards Consortium

Let’s start by defining key terms you’ll hear throughout this module.
When a client’s information is documented – either on paper or electronically – it is
considered client data. Security protects this data.
Here’s the definition of security that we’ll be using for this module, from the Public Health
Data Standards Consortium. They define security as, “physical, technological, or
administrative safeguards or tools used to protect identifiable health information from
unwarranted access or disclosure..” Data security is “the set of actions an organization
takes to protect that information.”
Data security procedures help organizations ensure that client data can only be accessed,
read, used, or altered by authorized individuals.
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Privacy and Confidentiality
Privacy
•

Protects the right of individuals to
determine for themselves when, how,
and to what extent information about
themselves is communicated

•

Share client information only when
allowed by law or with client permission

Adapted from Alan Westin, Privacy and Freedom, 1968

Security procedures protect your clients’ rights to privacy and ensure the confidentiality of
their information. Privacy and confidentiality are related to data security, but are not the
same; they have very distinct meanings.
Privacy “protects the right of individuals to determine for themselves when, how, and to
what extent information about themselves is communicated to others.”
This means that client information should only be shared in situations allowed by law or
when the client gives permission. Regulations about when client information can be shared
are determined through federal laws, such as HIPAA, the Health Information Privacy and
Accountability Act. Your state, local jurisdiction, or institution may have even stricter
requirements.
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Privacy and Confidentiality
Confidentiality
• Your organization’s responsibility
to respect the privacy interests of
your clients by protecting their
health information
• Only appropriate, authorized staff
can access client information

Adapted from Alan Westin, Privacy and Freedom, 1968

Confidentiality, on the other hand, refers to your organization’s responsibility to respect
your clients’ privacy by protecting their health information. This means that information
can only be accessed by appropriate, authorized staff who need to know the information.
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Privacy and Confidentiality
•

•

Privacy: focus on clients’ personal
information and their right to
control it.
Confidentiality: how organizations
and their staff treat that information
when they collect, use, store, and share it

Adapted from Alan Westin, Privacy and Freedom, 1968

In other words, privacy is concerned with clients’ personal information and their right to
control that information. Confidentiality focuses on how organizations and their staff treat
that client information when they collect, use, store, and share it.
The rest of this module will focus on data security procedures you can implement within
your organization, and when you share data with other agencies, organizations, or
providers.
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Protect Against
Threats and
Hazards

First, we’re going to talk about what you can do to protect against external threats to the
security of your data.
Keep in mind that most regulations only ask you to protect against reasonably anticipated
threats or hazards. The important thing is to get started, and focus on what you can do at
your organization to minimize data security threats.
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External Security Threats
Network
•

•

Group of two or more linked or connected
computers
Vulnerable to external security threats

Virus
•

•

Spread through email, instant messaging,
flash drives or downloading software
May corrupt or delete data

It’s likely that your organization’s electronic data are stored on computers that are part of
a larger network and that this network can be connected to the internet.
A network is a group of two or more computers that are linked together or connected. This
makes it more vulnerable to external data threats. Because if one computer is threatened
then the entire network is threatened too.
The term virus is commonly used to refer to any unwanted or malicious software that
spreads from one computer to another. Viruses can be spread through email, instant
messaging, flash drive or by downloading software. They can corrupt or delete data and
may use your email program to spread to other computers.
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External Security Threats
What can you do?
•
•
•
•

Be careful with links or attachments
Install virus protection software
Scan flash drives for potential viruses
Update virus software regularly

You or other staff may unknowingly download viruses by downloading attachments from
emails or clicking on links within emails.
Be careful with any links or attachments, especially when you do not recognize the sender.
You may have also heard the terms worms, Trojans, and spyware, all of these are potential
external threats to your data.
Virus protection software can help protect against these threats. This software should be
installed on all your organization’s desktop and laptop computers. Virus protection
software should also be used to scan flash drives for potential viruses. It’s important to
update virus software regularly to protect against new and emerging viruses.
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Network Concerns
Prevent unauthorized users from gaining
access
•
•
•

Unauthorized access through the internet
To prevent access, install firewalls
Extra caution with laptops and wireless
connections
• Only connect to secure wireless networks
• Install firewalls on all laptops

For networked computers, there are steps you can take to prevent unauthorized users,
from gaining access to your data. If your network is not adequately secured, unauthorized
users may be able to access your network and computers through the internet. Your
organization may already use firewalls to prevent unauthorized users from accessing
private networks or computers. Firewalls monitor access based on a set of rules – or
parameters – that determine who can access the network. They can also prohibit or
restrict access to certain sites that may pose security threats.
Internet security is even more important with laptops because they often connect to the
internet using wireless connections. If you cannot verify that a wireless network is secure,
it’s best to avoid using it – since doing so may connect you to a hacker’s network. If you do
access the internet using a wireless connection, install a firewall directly on the laptop. This
will protect your laptop from potentially harmful sites and security threats when you are
off‐site.
For most organizations, firewalls and virus protection provide sufficient security.
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Network Concerns
Highly confidential data
• Use a standalone computer for utmost
security (not connected to internet or
network)

If you are particularly concerned about security breaches, your organization may want to
consider storing some of your data on a stand‐alone computer. This means it is not part of
a larger network of computers, nor is it connected to the internet. Often, it is kept in a
separate, locked room. This provides the highest level of security. Using a standalone
computer is for extreme cases where a security breach could be very harmful. Your
organization will need to determine whether any of your data fall into this category.
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Backing‐Up Electronic Data
How often?
•
•

Every day, if possible
May want multiple back‐ups each day

Other considerations…
•
•

Multiple sites?
How much data do you stand to lose?

So, what happens if a virus does corrupt or delete your data, your laptop is stolen, or your
system crashes? How much data will you lose? Should one of these situations occur, it is
important that you have a back‐up of your data so you lose as little data as possible.
How often should you back‐up data? While it depends on the size and amount of data you
are dealing with, it’s recommended that you back up your data daily. Many large hospitals
and universities back up their data on regular intervals, several times a day.
Consider all of your unique circumstances when designing a back‐up system. Do you have
multiple sites? How often do you enter data into your system? How much data do you
stand to lose on any given day? At any given time?
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Backing‐Up Electronic Data
Where do you store it?
• Transportable media (e.g. CDs, external
hard drives, standalone computers)

• Separate place from original data
• Back‐up secured the same way as
original data

Data back‐ups can be stored on CD, external hard drives, and standalone computers. It’s
important to store your data back‐ups separately from the original data. In other words, if
data is stored on a shared network, the back‐up should not be on the same network
because a threat to the network will also mean a threat to your back‐up. The most secure
back‐ups are stored in a separate physical place than the original data. It’s essential to
protect your back‐ups using the same security procedures that you’ve implemented to
protect the original data, like virus protection software and firewalls.
Backing‐up data is especially important for laptops because they have a higher risk of theft
or loss. Store back‐up data from your laptop on a portable external hard drive or other
transportable media.
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Limiting Access
to Data

We’ve just covered how to protect against reasonably anticipated external threats or
hazards, such as viruses and system crashes.
We’re now going to discuss how to safeguard your data from unauthorized use and
disclosure by limiting access to your clients’ data.
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Who needs access?
•
•

Clients
Appropriate staff
•
•

Individuals who need to know
Ensure by:
•
•

Limiting access
Monitoring access

• Verbal

communication is a form
of access

So, who needs access? First and foremost, clients themselves should always be able to
access their own information. Second, individuals who need specific information to do their
jobs should also be able to access that information. By limiting and monitoring access to
client information, you can ensure that only authorized individuals access the data.
It is especially difficult to monitor certain types of access such as verbal communication. In
this case, consider where you discuss client information, and who may be able to overhear
these discussions. When client information is discussed in a hallway or elevator, for
example, it is possible for people to overhear information that they are not authorized to
know.
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Who needs access?
No blanket access
• Only information needed for specific tasks
• Role‐based access

When we talk about access to data, we don’t mean blanket access to all client data.
Authorized individuals should only have access to the specific information they need. This is
known as role‐based access. You may have also heard this called need‐based access.
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Determining Role‐Based Access
•
•

Who needs access?
Why do they need access?
•

•

Their job requires access to specific data

What do they need to access?

How do you determine role‐based access? First, figure out who needs access to the data by
asking why they need access. Access to client data should only be granted to an individual
staff person if his or her job requires access to the information. In other words: without
access to the data, this individual would not be able to do his or her job.
Once you decide who needs access and why, determine what specific data that person
needs to access.
For example, suppose you have an administrative staff person that calls clients with
appointment reminders. To do this, he needs the client’s name, appointment date, and
telephone number. He does not need access to their full medical record. Talk with your
data system administrator about restricting access so that staff can only view the
information they need.
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Determining Role‐Based Access
Review assigned roles on a regular basis
• Terminate when employees leave
• Modify access when an employee’s role
changes

Within your organization, remember to review assigned roles and access on a regular basis.
Make sure that you have clear procedures about how access is granted, and who is
authorized to grant and limit access.
It’s important to note that access should not be granted indefinitely. When an employee
leaves your agency, their access should be immediately terminated. You may also need to
adjust access when an employee changes roles. They may not need any access in their new
role or position, or they may need access to different information.
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Access to Electronic Data
Role‐based access
•

Username and passwords

•

Can set up accounts to restrict or allow access
(i.e. authentication system)

•

Do not share or post username or
passwords

Unique usernames and passwords are commonly used to implement role‐based access for
electronic data. Each user’s account can be set up to restrict or allow access to specific
computers, drives, or files. This is called an authentication system.
Do not share your username and password with other staff, including temporary staff.
Likewise, if your username and password are on your desk or taped to your monitor,
anyone can see this information.
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Access to Electronic Data
Avoid accidental disclosure
• Log out when you leave workstation
• Password‐protected screensaver to lock
computer when inactive or if you forget to
log out
• Lock‐out users after unsuccessful attempts

To avoid accidental disclosure, log out whenever you leave your workstation. It may be
helpful to use a password‐protected screensaver that “locks” your computer after a
specific period of inactivity or if you forget to log out. Also, many systems can lock‐out
users after a number of unsuccessful attempts to enter the system. This will protect your
data from individuals who are not authorized to access the data.
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Monitor Access
Use an audit trail to document…
•
•
•

What operations each individual has performed
When the operation was performed
Unauthorized attempts to access system

In addition to limiting access, it's important to monitor access to ensure the security of
your data.
One way to monitor access is to use an audit trail. Historically, audit trails were used in
finance, to keep track of transactions. These days audit trails are often built into data
systems to document the activities of each individual accessing your data system. An audit
trail can tell you what operations each individual has performed, and when. It can also tell
you if someone attempts to access sections of your data system that he or she is not
authorized to see.
In its simplest form, an audit trail will tell you who created or updated a record, and when.
If your data system does not already include an audit trail, a programmer or software
developer may be able to add one for you.
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Monitor Access
Cannot accurately track access when
users share usernames and passwords
• Multiple individuals use one
username/password
• Unauthorized staff can get access
• Audit trail will not show a problem

However, an audit trail cannot accurately track who accesses data when multiple
individuals share one username and password. Let's look at an example.
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Monitor Access

A new receptionist has just been hired by the clinic, and he is still waiting to get his own
login information from the data system administrator. The receptionist needs access to
client names, phone numbers and appointment dates so that he can call clients with
reminders about medical appointments.
In the meantime, the clinic nurse really wants him to get started, so she gives him her
username and password. Even though he should only be authorized to access client names
and appointment dates, the nurse's login allows him to view and even make changes to
client medical records. In this case, an audit trail would not show that an unauthorized
person, the receptionist, has made changes to clients' medical records. It would only show
that the nurse, who is authorized to view the medical chart, has modified these records.
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Transmitting
Data Securely

It’s likely that you routinely share data with other agencies. You may share data with other
providers for service coordination or to refer clients to outside services. Electronic records
are especially vulnerable to unauthorized access when you communicate, or share your
data with others.
Now we’re going to discuss how to securely transmit data to other agencies or providers.
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Hand‐carry or Mail Electronic Data
Simplest methods
•
•

Save data on transportable media
Hand‐carry or mail the media

Remember to…
•

•

•

Deliver directly to the recipient or get
delivery confirmation
Find out if your organization prefers or
prohibits specific methods
Use appropriate packaging

The simplest way to securely transmit data is to save the data on a flash drive, CD, or other
form of transportable media and either hand‐carry or mail the data. Make sure that the
data are handled by, and delivered directly to authorized individuals and request delivery
confirmation. Doing so ensures data are not disclosed to unauthorized individuals and
protects your clients’ privacy.
Many organizations have standards and rules for secure data transmission. Find out if your
organization, or other entities that you share data with, prefer or prohibit any specific
methods.
If you are mailing transportable media, use appropriate packaging. CDs and flash drives can
damage standard envelopes. Padded or strong, synthetic mailers can offer increased
security.
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What is Encryption?
Encryption encodes data so that it cannot
be read or translated
•
•

Decoded only with the right password, or key
Higher number = safer data
• 128 is the current government standard
• 256 is “gold standard”

Whatever method you use to transmit your data, it’s essential to encrypt your data.
Encryption is a method of transforming data into a code so that it cannot be read or
translated. Encrypted data can only be decoded by a person or computer with the
password, or key.
The United States government currently requires a minimum “key‐size” of 128 bit‐
encryption. The current “gold standard” key size is 256‐bit encryption. The higher the
number, the more secure the data are, and the more difficult it is to break the encryption.
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What is Encryption?
Encryption encodes data so that it cannot
be read or translated
• Do not need an IT specialist –
encryption software is available
• Zip files are not necessarily
encrypted
• Transmit the password separately

We want to emphasize that you do not need an IT specialist to encrypt your data. You can
buy encryption software or choose from a number of free options. In either case, if you
download encryption software from the internet, be sure that you get it from a reputable
site.
A common misconception is that zip files are automatically encrypted. This is not always
true. The zip file format is designed to store and compress files, making them smaller in
size. A zip file is not necessarily encrypted.
Finally, when you share encrypted data, make sure that the password and the actual data
are transmitted separately.
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Secure Internet Transmission
•
•
•

Upload to a secure website
Create a secure internet connection
Give out a digital certificate to data
sharing partners

Another way to transmit electronic data is through a secure internet connection. This is not
the same as email.
Secure transmission options can include uploading data onto a secure website; creating a
secure connection between two networks or servers; and giving a digital certificate to
other entities to authorize access to your server.
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Secure Internet Transmission
Online RSR submission to HRSA/HAB
• Require an electronic unique client
identifier (eUCI)
• Encrypts health information before it’s
submitted
• Learn more at TARGET Center website
www.careacttarget.org

When you submit data to HAB for the RSR, or Ryan White Services Report, you are using a
secure website.
As part of client level data collection for the RSR, HAB requires you to use an electronic
Unique Client Identifier, or eUCI. This allows you to further protect your clients’ private
information by encrypting the client‐level data before it is reported. Not only does this
mean that HAB cannot identify individual clients, it also offers an additional layer of
protection against hackers or other security threats. To learn more about the eUCI, and
about the associated encryption software application, visit the TARGET Center website at
www.careacttarget.org.
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What’s wrong with email?
Copies Stored in Multiple Places
•

Your computer, company server, internet
service provider (ISP)

•

The recipient’s computer, company server,
and ISP

•

Any computer you have used to read your
email

•

Applies to email text and attachments

Now let’s talk about email. Email is widely used for personal communication, but it is the
least secure method of data transmission.
Every time you send an email, copies of that email are saved on your computer and on
your organization’s server. In most cases, your internet service provider, or ISP, will have a
copy, and so will the recipient’s computer, their organization’s server, and their ISP. Copies
may also be stored on any computer you use to read your email.
Since it is stored in so many places, it is vulnerable to access from unauthorized users. Even
if you delete your copy, you have not deleted the email, or the data attached to the email.
This applies to the content in the body of the email, as well as any attachments.
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What’s wrong with email?
Secure options
• Specific email applications
• Secure web‐based applications
• Password protection is inadequate,
must use encryption

If you must email…
• Use encryption software or secure
application

Some email applications can be set up to send encrypted data; however, most email is not
set up this way. There are also web‐based applications that allow secure communication
online, for example, between doctors and their patients.
Even if your email is set up to send data securely, you still need to encrypt the data. You
can use your own software to encrypt data, or ensure that your email application encrypts
your data before transmission.
Ultimately, we don’t recommend email as a way to transmit confidential data because
there are many better options. Encrypting data on a CD and mailing the CD is a much safer,
and simpler, method.
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Destroying
Data Securely

Deleting or destroying data offers the ultimate protection against unauthorized use and
disclosure. The decision to completely destroy data should not be taken lightly.
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When can you destroy data?
Check for guidelines on data destruction
•

When is it OK to delete or destroy data?

Check for regulations from
•

Your Organization

•

Funders

•

State

•

Federal Agencies

•

Insurance Companies or Carriers?

To determine if a file needs to be destroyed, find out if your organization has specific
standards. There may be established guidelines outlining when it is okay to delete or
destroy any data. Many organizations require that data be kept for a specific number of
years before being destroyed.
You may also be subject to additional requirements from other entities such as your state
or local jurisdiction, the federal government, and other funders or regulators. Before
destroying data, consider the expectations of any party that may have an interest in the
data.
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How do you destroy data?
•

Destroy media where data is stored
•

•

•

Destroy CDs before discarding

If you can’t completely destroy data,
destroy electronic files
Deletion is not enough
•

Sanitizing software removes data completely

•

Can target individual files or an entire
computer

Once you’ve determined that it is okay to get rid of specific data, how do you do so?
If you use a CD to transmit data from one location to another, you may want to destroy the
CD once the data is saved in the new location. If you discard the CD without completely
deleting the data, the data will still be accessible. In this case you can simply destroy the
media by shredding the CD.
If you are unable to completely destroy the data, for example data that is stored on a
laptop computer, you can destroy the data files. However, simply deleting electronic files
does not remove or destroy them completely. Complete destruction of data is called
sanitizing. This ensures that the information is completely erased. You don’t need to be a
technology expert to do this, but you do need to use specific sanitizing software.
Sanitizing software removes all the data from one source, such as a hard drive or CD. You
can target specific files you want to destroy, without overwriting all the files on your
computer. This can be particularly helpful if you are transporting data on a laptop or flash
drive.
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Implement
Security
Procedures

We’ve covered how to protect against external threats, to limit access, and to transmit and
destroy data. Now, we’re going to talk about implementing data security protocols and
standards at your organization.
We’ll discuss why and when you might want to develop program‐specific security
guidelines for certain technologies and the importance of routine security trainings.
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Develop Standard Procedures
•
•
•

Review existing procedures
Assess the security of client data
Find out what is currently required
•
•
•
•
•

Funders
State
Federal Agencies
Insurance Carriers
Other Parties

To develop and implement effective security procedures, we recommend several standard
activities.
First, routinely review your existing security procedures and assess the security of your
clients’ information. Before you develop new procedures, find out what data security
practices are currently required. You may be subject to requirements from your funders,
your state, the federal government, insurance carriers, and other interested parties.
Always consider the expectations of any party that may have an interest in the data.
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Develop Standard Procedures
•

HIPAA is the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act of 1996

•

Many Ryan White grantees are considered
covered entities under HIPAA

•

HIPAA's Security Rule outlines minimum
data security guidelines for covered entities.

•

Visit Department of Health and Human
Services, Office of Civil Rights’ website at:
www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/index.html

Existing requirements comprise the minimum level of security that you are required to
implement. Take HIPAA for example. HIPAA is the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996, and many Ryan White grantees are considered covered entities
under HIPAA. In the Security Rule, HIPAA outlines minimum data security guidelines for
covered entities. To learn more about HIPAA, and if this applies to you, visit the website of
the Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Civil Rights.
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Develop Standard Procedures
•
•

•

•

Develop program specific guidelines
Guidelines will be different depending on
type of organization and data needs
HIPAA covered entities should start with
HIPAA security guidelines
Further protect your data by expanding on
existing standards

Even if you are subject to HIPAA’s security requirements, you may want to increase your
level of data security by developing additional, program‐specific guidelines. These will vary
depending on the nature of your work and your data needs. A hospital‐based clinic, for
example, may need different rules than a community outreach program.
If you are a covered entity, you will need to start by implementing the HIPAA security
guidelines, but you can further protect your data by expanding upon these standards. In
the case of a community outreach program, you might want to develop detailed protocols
about how client data are transported, accessed and stored when they leave your office.
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Example: Transportable Media
•
•
•

Flash drives, CDs, BlackBerrys, Laptops
Particularly vulnerable
Consider rules for transportable media
•
•
•

When you can store data
What data you can take off‐site
Under what circumstances

Let’s take a look at some specific examples of how your organization may want to increase
existing security protocols.
Earlier in this module, we mentioned that flash drives and CDs are considered
transportable media. Other forms of transportable media include personal digital
assistants, such as BlackBerrys, and laptops.
Because of their size and portability, these types of media are particularly vulnerable to
external threats and unauthorized use and disclosure.
Your data security protocols may need to include restrictions on when, if ever, you can
store data on transportable media. You may need to consider what data can be taken off‐
site, and under what circumstances.
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Example: Transportable Media
•

Responsible for security of client data
• As long as data are in your possession
• May need to develop rules

•

Focus on essential activities
• Determine when it is acceptable to
transport client data
• Be specific about bringing data home
• Consider requiring staff to sanitize flash
drives after transported

If you determine that it is necessary to transport data as part of the regular course of
business, you are responsible for the security of client data the entire time they are in your
possession. You may need to develop rules on how transportable media should be secured
when you take them off‐site.
A helpful way to get started – when developing or expanding data security procedures – is
to focus on activities that are essential for program operations. For example, your staff
may need to use flash drives to transport client data from one site to another. But that
doesn’t mean that it is always acceptable to carry the client data around. Be specific if you
do not want staff to bring data home to do data entry or data analysis. Also, consider
requiring staff to sanitize flash drives after transporting data.
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Example: Transportable Media
•

Two levels of security
•
•

•
•
•

Data
Media

Encrypt sensitive data
Store media in secure space
Develop specific procedures for laptops
•
•

Permanently mark or engrave
Use locks in the office and off‐site

There are two levels of security to consider with transportable media: the data and the
media. First, as we discussed earlier in this module, it is essential to encrypt any sensitive
data stored on transportable media so that if the media is stolen or lost, your data will be
unusable to anyone else. Second, even if the data are encrypted and password‐protected,
the media itself must be stored in a secure space, such as a locked drawer or room.
You may also want to develop specific procedures for laptops. It is good practice to
permanently mark or engrave the outside of laptops, and using locks to secure them – both
in the office and off‐site.
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Educate Staff
Create or update written guidelines
•

Explain what is expected, and why
procedures are important

•

Show consequences for not following
protocol

To ensure that your organization’s policies and procedures are followed correctly, put
these guidelines in writing and provide regular staff training. The more you and your staff
understand what is expected to keep client data secure and why these procedures are
important, the more likely everyone will comply. If security procedures are not followed,
disciplinary actions must be taken.
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Educate Staff
New staff training and orientation
•
•

•

Information about security protocols
Often includes signing of
non‐disclosure or confidentiality
agreement
Educate clients about what you are
doing to protect their information

New staff should receive information about security protocols. For many organizations,
new staff training includes signing of a non‐disclosure agreement, also known as a
confidentiality agreement. This is a legal contract where individuals with access to specific
information agree not to disclose that information.
Remember to educate clients as well about what you are doing to protect their
information.
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Paper Data
Ensure the security of your clients’ paper
data
• Same principles apply to paper
and electronic records
• The way you implement security
procedures may differ

While this module has focused on security of electronic data, you will also need to ensure
the security of your clients’ paper data. Some organizations have some or all of their
client’s medical records and laboratory results on paper.
While the same principles apply to both paper and electronic records, the way you
implement security procedures may differ.
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Paper Data
Prevent unauthorized access:
• Store in restricted areas
• Monitor who is given access
• Focus on the basics

First, prevent unauthorized access by storing paper data in locked file cabinets or storing
file cabinets in restricted areas. You can do both for extra security. Either way, ensure and
monitor that only authorized staff members have access to the data. Focus on the basics –
for example, don’t leave keys in a file cabinet lock, and make sure that you have a sign‐out
sheet so that you know who has each file.
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Paper Data
Transmit securely
• Hand deliver paper records
• Delivered to appropriate individual and get
confirmation
• When faxing:
• Use secure fax line
• For common fax, monitor transmission

It’s also important to transmit paper data securely. As with electronic data, you should
deliver paper records by hand, but mailing and faxing are often more realistic options.
Regardless of the method you use, be sure that the data are delivered to the appropriate
individuals and always get confirmation of delivery.
When faxing data, it’s best to use a secure fax line, but you can use a common fax machine
if you monitor the transmission carefully. One way to monitor the transmission is to have
an authorized staff member stand by the fax machine when client information is
transmitted. Always include a cover sheet that specifies that the fax is confidential and
does not include any identifying information.
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Paper Data
Consider when and if allowed to destroy
paper records
• Shred records with personal identifiers
• Use cross‐cut or confetti shredders

Finally, as with any data, consider when and if you are allowed to destroy paper records. If
you do need to destroy them, shred all documents with personal identifiers.
How you shred the documents is important. Strip‐cut shredders will not adequately protect
your data. Instead, use cross‐cut, or confetti cut shredders when destroying data. These
shredders will cut your document into smaller pieces, making it difficult for anyone to put
them back together and access the data.
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Review
•

Distinguish between privacy,
confidentiality, and data security

•

Protect your data from external threats
and hazards

•

Implement role‐based access

•

Transmit your data securely

•

Review and implement tailored, written
security guidelines

This module has covered a lot of strategies and tips to secure your clients’ data, let’s
review what we learned. First, we explained the differences between privacy and
confidentiality. Data security practices help you keep your clients’ data confidential, and
ensure their privacy.
Next, we talked about the importance of protecting your data from external threats and
hazards by loading virus software, using firewalls, and backing up data regularly.
We introduced role‐based access, or limiting access so that data are only available to staff
who need specific information to do their jobs.
After that, we talked about transmitting client information by hand‐carrying, mailing,
faxing, and using secure internet transmissions.
Finally, we talked about the importance of reviewing and implementing required
standards, and expanding on these standards to develop data security protocols that are
appropriate for your organization.
The purpose of this module was to help you think about your organization’s data security
procedures and provide additional strategies. Consider these strategies as you start
improving data security practices at your organization.
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Additional resources and modules
•

View more modules at the Data Academy
Website
www.careacttarget.org/dataacademy

•

For more resources, visit the TARGET
Center website
www.careacttarget.org

You have now reached the end of this module. We hope that you enjoyed the module and
that it helped you build skills for collecting, reporting, using and sharing data. To view more
Data Academy modules, visit the Data Academy home page. And to learn about other
resources for Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program grantees, visit the TARGET Center website.
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